
INTELLIGENT 141 

Chapter 141: Help From Wang Fu Ya? 

The orphanage director might have a clue for her real family. Even her real family would dislike her 

according to her past life, but Yu Qi wanted to find them. Just for her grandfather. She needed to find 

him to save him from the poison that those people gave to her grandfather. 

"You bitch!" Wang Ha Na gave the cuss word to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi realized she was still talking to the Wang Sister. She did not angry with Wang Ha Na that shouted 

'bitch' to her. Her eyes met Wang Fu Ya's eyes. 

"Teach your sister in some manner. Don't let your sister lash out like that." After saying that, Yu Qi did 

not want to stay there any longer. 

"Lash out?... Hey, do you think I'm a dog? You whore, bitch." Many cusses words came out from Wang 

Ha Na's mouth. 

Even though Yu Qi already walking far away from them, Wang Ha Na was still calling her with names. 

Many people were walking around gave a look to the Wang Siblings. Wang Fu Ya realized that so she 

immediately closed Wang Ha Na's mouth and dragged her from there. 

"Why sister? Wang Ha Na protested. 

" You idiot. You screamed calling her with names, did you realize people were looking at you?" Wang Fu 

Ya scolded Wang Ha Na. 

Wang Ha Na was silent. Yeah, she did not think about that. When she heard Yu Qi said something like 

that to her, she was snapped. She forgot her surroundings. 

In the past few months, Wang Family had been trying so hard to improve their family's image. Their 

family's image was bad when Yu Qi's matter. 

Her sister was correct. She was too impulse. She should control her mouth. 

"I'm sorry, sister." Wang Ha Na apologized to Wang Fu Ya. 

"It's okay. Don't worry. Next time when you saw Yu Qi, try don't get mad. Control your angry." Wang Fu 

Ya advised her sister. 

Wang Ha Na nodded. 

"But the bitch seems interested to find her real family when looking at her expression." The news about 

this seemed too favorable for Wang Siblings. 

"Yeah, I also noticed that too." Wang Fu Ya also noticed Yu Qi was thinking so hard when Wang Ha Na 

mentioned she was unlucky. The director of the orphanage told that to her mum. 

"Maybe I should help her a little bit." Wang Fu Ya gave an evil smile. 

... 



Yu Qi needed to go to the greenhouse tonight to fill the water tank with water lake in her space. She 

was telling others that she wanted to rest earlier so she did not want to get disturbed by others. 

She went out of the room through her window. Yu Qi already put Aoi in her space. She sneaked out from 

the house and walked in the darkness toward her greenhouse. 

Fortunately, she got the spare key from Song Twin this morning. So, she would not get any problem to 

enter the greenhouse. She closed the water system so that the tank would not be refilled. 

She looked inside the tank. Half of it already filled by water. She had to drain the water first. She looked 

at the piping system. The system was not really complicated. She opened what needed to open. 

She wanted to bring this tank int her space to make her work easily. She placed her hand on the tank 

and closed her eyes. The moment she opened her eyes, she and the tank were already in her space. The 

tank was really heavy. 

"Master." Her two cuties called her. 

" Aoi, Bo Ya." 

"Master, what are you trying to do?" Bo Ya looked the tank that appeared together with his master. 

"I want to fill this tank with water lake but it was too heavy." Yu Qi sighed. She had to drain this water 

first little by little. 

"Master, don't worry. I will help you." Bo Ya suddenly lifted up the tank easy and pour out the water 

inside. 

Yu Qi and Aoi were very shocked when they watched this. Bo Ya with his cute smile on his lips put back 

the tank after all the water was out. 

"It's done, master." 

Yu Qi was still in a shocking state. Bo Ya approached Yu Qi and pulled her hand. 

"Master?" 

Feeling her hand was pulled by someone, Yu Qi snapped out. 

"Bo Ya, you are so strong." Yu Qi lifted up Bo Ya. 

Bo Ya was feeling embarrassed when his master lifted him up and hugged him. 

"If Master wants, I can fill up the water in this tank quickly." Bo Ya offered his help. 

"Really? So can you help?" 

"Yes." 

Yu Qi put Bo Ya down. Bo Ya lifted the tank and threw it into the lake. The tank sank little by little. About 

thirty minutes, the tank fully sank. Bo Ya jumped into the lake and pulled the tank out of the lake. He 

brought the tank back to the first place that it appeared. 



"Thank you, Bo Ya. I will reward you later." Yu Qi felt amazing with Bo Ya's strength. She kissed his 

cheek. Bo Ya was very happy receiving a kiss from his master. 

Yu Qi got out of the space together with the tank. The tank was placed correctly at its place. Yu Qi re-

installed it. Using the same method, Yu Qi filled the second tank with the water lake. 

After spending about 3 hours filling the tank with the water lake, she finished the work. She walked back 

to Grandpa Tang. But someone was approaching her from behind. 

Chapter 142: Night Date 

Training from the ancient martial arts in her space made Yu Qi automatically alert to her surroundings 

when in the darkness. Her eyes became narrowed. She was focusing her all on her hearing. The steps 

became closer. She prepared herself to attack the person if the person wanted to do something to her. 

That person made something that Yu Qi wanted to hit that person. That person hugged her. She 

clutched her fist to punch him. However, something stopped her from doing so. Her nose picked up 

something. Lotus fragrance. 

"Long Hui?" 

"Oh, how do you know?" The voice confirming his identity. 

Yu Qi's body became relaxed. She did not remember that she was still in Long Hui's hug. Lotus fragrance 

always the smell she smelled whenever she was together with Long Hui. She expected that Long Hui was 

wearing the perfume that gave the lotus fragrance. 

"Tell me, how did you know it was me?" Long Hui was enjoying his beloved in his hug. The feeling was 

very comfortable. 

The second question came from Long Hui's mouth making Yu Qi realized she was still in his hug. She 

quickly making Long Hui released her. Long Hui was definitely not happy when the feeling that felt when 

his beloved in his hug disappeared when his beloved made him released her. 

"What are you doing here?" Yu Qi gave him a question to make the situation less awkward. 

"I should the one be asking you, what are you doing, walking alone in the night like this?" Long Hui's 

contained a little bit angered. 

Yu Qi felt like she was been caught cheating with another man by her husband. How was she going to 

explain this situation? She could not think about a suitable explanation. 

Long Hui sighed. Look like he would not get an answer from Yu Qi. Yu Qi looked nervous. He wondered 

why she was here and what was she doing here. 

"If you don't want to tell me, it's okay." Long Hui then smirked. " Then, tell me how you do know it was 

me at the beginning?" 

"I don't know it was you at first but when you hug..." Yu Qi stopped talking when she realized her 

answers were embarrassing to speak out. 



Long Hui was smiling. In the darkness of the night, he might not see her face. But he could imagine her 

face blushed when she answered his question. 

Yu Qi was indeed blushing. She felt like an idiot when facing Long Hui. 

"How are you?" Long Hui asked. It was two weeks since they met. 

"Fine. You?" 

"I'm okay. Just miss you." 

Yu Qi was silent. Long Hui just smiled. He knew she was tried to adapt to him. 

"What are you planning for tomorrow?" Long Hui wanted to spend time with his beloved. So, he wanted 

to know her schedule. 

"Well, in the morning, I will be at my greenhouse. Then, afternoon, I will take the lesson from my 

grandfather." She told her planning for tomorrow. 

"I see." Long Hui planned his schedule for tomorrow. He would spend his time tomorrow with his 

beloved. Even accompany her in her job would be called date with his beloved. "Let me send you 

home." 

"No need." Yu Qi panicked. She sneaked out of the house. So, she could not get inside the house using 

the front entrance. 

Long Hui felt something was off. She was panicked. Why? 

Yu Qi had to make up something. At this rate, Yu Qi would be caught by her grandfather if she did not 

get Long Hui to cooperate. Long Hui would send her. 

"I sneak out of the house. So, I..." 

Long Hui nodded. He understood that. She sneaked out. So, she could not be seen by people in the 

house. Then, it was back to the beginning. Why had she sneaked out? What was she wanted to do that 

inquired her to sneak out? 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui. She saw Long Hui did not answer her. 

"Alright, let me walk you back." Long Hui just dropped the topic. She just had the secret that she could 

not tell anyone. 

Long Hui casually pulled her hand into his hold. He just walked without saying anything. Yu Qi blushed. 

In front of this man, she felt she acted like a normal girl that been courting by this man. Only he could 

affect her like this. 

Feeling Yu Qi did not reject his hand, he held her hand tightly. His beloved's hand was very soft. It's kind 

of comfortable holding her hand like this. He would make sure that he would be holding more than this. 

Lucky to him, Yu Qi could not know his thought. If not, Yu Qi would be trying to make sure Long Hui 

could not hold her hand. 

They walked in silence. Either of them wanted to break this silence. Even so, they like this silenc 



Chapter 143: Showing The Greenhouse To Him 

As usual, Yu Qi walked to the greenhouse together with Song Tao and Song Tai. On the way, they met 

Lang Bing and Jung Lian. Yin Weng Ding came accompanied by Kim Hai Yu. 

Kim Hai Yu gave an arrogant look to Yu Qi. She still remembered that her application to work here at the 

greenhouse was rejected directly by this girl. 

In front of the greenhouse, the man was standing alone. His presence was very majestic. 

When they first saw the man, everyone was stunned by his appearance. Well, for Yu Qi, she was 

stunned for a different reason. 'Why is this man doing here? Is he wants to seduce me, right?' 

Kim Hai Yu managed to wake up from the shocking state. With a smile on her lips, she went to approach 

the man. 

"Hi, Mister. What are you doing here?" She used her body gesture together with her smile. 

The man did not open his mouth to respond to Kim Hai Yu. He also keeps icily expression. With a little 

movement, he glared to the Kim Hai Yu who greeted him with his sharp eyes making the Kim Hai Yu 

shivered. 

Then Kim Hai Yu saw the icy expression suddenly cracked. A genuine smile appeared on his hot lips. She 

never saw a handsome man like him before. 

However, she was snapped back to reality. That handsome man smiled at someone else. She saw that 

man went to someone. And that someone was Yu Qi. 'Why is this girl again?' 

"You are here." Long Hui greeted Yu Qi. 

"Morning." Yu Qi smiled to Long Hui. "What are you doing here?" 

"Courting someone." Long Hui began to tease Yu Qi in the morning. 

Yu Qi became redder on her cheek. She controlled her expression back. 

Feeling satisfied with his tease result, Long Hui said, "I came to see your greenhouse. Yue said something 

about your greenhouse like beautiful and cool. So, I came." He just used his younger cousin's name to 

get closer to her beloved. 

"Owh, come inside." Yu Qi chuckled. 

Song Tao opened the gate. The temperature inside was a little bit warm. Long Hui could say that he was 

impressed with this greenhouse. His beloved could make something like this. 

Kim Hai Yu became angry when she realized that the handsome man did not pay any attention to her 

and only looking at Yu Qi. She already forgot that she was here because of her cousin, Yin Weng Ding. 

Her eyes were locked on the handsome man. 

Yu Qi saw the look on Kim Hai Yu's face. She already could predict it. Kim Hai Yu was falling in love with 

the man beside her in first sight. She confirmed that falling in love, at first sight, do exist. This man, 

without doing anything, he managed to make girls fall in love with him. 



"What are you doing here actually?" Yu Qi asked the question with a serious tone. 

"As I told you, I came here to court someone which mean you." He lashed his smile with a slight 

seducing look to Yu Qi. 

When Yu Qi looked at his face, her heart flustered. Her cheek shown a faint red color on it. 'This man 

always seducing me with his smile. Calm down my little heart.' 

Looking Yu Qi like this, he knew this girl would be his and only his. He just needed a little bit more hard 

work to make this girl fell to him. 

Yu Qi avoided looking at Long Hui's face. Because Long Hui came to the greenhouse, she might have to 

give an explanation to Long Hui about her greenhouse. 

She told him that this greenhouse consists of five sections. Well, she did not sure to add more section. 

Maybe she would add after the greenhouse expand. But that was in the future. 

She wanted to use this greenhouse as a side income. Right now, herbs just used as medicine. And the 

younger generation nowadays did not like to take traditional medicine. The herbs would be more 

popular in the future. A lot of herbs would be used in everything. Drink, food, and medicine. Because 

they wanted to keep their health good using nature not chemical. 

Because it was harvest time, Yu Qi brought Long Hui to see the sections of the fruit. All of her employees 

were here to harvest the fruits. 

"Here, taste it." Yu Qi took a mulberry from its tree and gave to Long Hui. 

Long Hui gladly accepted that. However, he did not reach for the mulberry instead he grabbed her wrist 

and brought it to his mouth. He took the mulberry using his mouth. 

Yu Qi's fingers got licked by his tongue. She quickly immediately removed her fingers from his mouth. 

"Hmm...Sweet. I like it very much." Long Hui said while looking to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi did not know whether he was talking about the mulberry or her fingers. She got attacked again 

with his seduction. 

Chapter 144: Friend=> Boyfriend=> Future Husband 

Everyone saw Long Hui's action. They were screaming in silence. Their lady boss and him, what should 

they called him, well let's call him, her boyfriend gave a lot of dog food. If Long Hui could their mind, he 

would correct them by telling them, he was her future husband. 

Yu Qi saw her employees was giggling while looking at them except for one girl. Then he was realized 

that she did not introduce him to her employees. Her employees may be wondering about this man. She 

did not know that her employees already labeled him as her boyfriend. 

Kim Hai Yu hated to see Yu Qi and the man acting like that. That man tried seriously to woo Yu Qi. If she 

got to know that man first, that man would definitely like her first. 

"Guys, this is Long Hui, my friend." Yu Qi introduced him to them but she never thought that he would 

be so shameless to say something like this. 



"Future husband." Long Hui said matching Yu Qi when she said 'friend'. 

"Future husband? Don't flatter yourself, Mr. Long." Yu Qi glared to Long Hui. 

"Don't worry. I definitely going to make you mine, future Mrs. Long." Once again, Yu Qi had been 

attacked by the seducing smile. 

Her employees corrected the term that they gave to Long Hui. From boyfriend to future husband. Then 

they had been fed by the dog food again. 

... 

Long Hui stayed for lunch at her house after their date. He invited himself for lunch. Yu Qi got speechless 

when facing the shameless Long Hui. The lunch started together. Later on, Grandpa Tang joined them. 

"What are you doing here, you brat?" Grandpa Tang's reaction when he saw Long Hui inside his home 

together with his granddaughter. 

"Eating lunch." Long Hui answered him with a short answer. 

Hearing that answer, Grandpa Tang felt anger. This brat, how can I give my beloved granddaughter to 

him? My beloved granddaughter will unhappy with him. 

Yu Qi coaxed her grandfather by moving the chopstick to take some dishes and put them into her 

grandfather's bowl. "Grandfather, eat this." 

Grandpa Tang immediately forgot about Long Hui and smiled toward his beloved granddaughter. He 

eats the dishes happily. 'Humph, my granddaughter loves me the most.' He gave the smug look to Long 

Hui. 

Long Hui looked at him and frowned. He then turned to Yu Qi with a puppy look on his face. Yu Qi saw 

him. She sighed. 'Am I taking care of two kids?' She gave up. She took some dishes and put them into 

Long Hui's bowl. Like Grandpa Tang, he quickly put the dishes that Yu Qi gave to him into his mouth. 

Yu Qi continued to put the dishes into the Grandpa Tang and Long Hui bowl until the lunch ended. Yu Qi 

felt tired after that. She went to her room to run from Long Hui and Grandpa Tang's quarrel. 

"Brat, when do you want to go home?" Grandpa Hui talked to Long Hui in the living room when he saw 

Long Hui made himself comfortable like he owned the house. 

"Yu Qi did not tell me to go home. So, I will be waiting to see her first before leaving." Long Hui sat 

without worry about Grandpa Tang. 

Grandpa Tang felt angry with Long Hui. Humph, he left Long Hui alone and went to his garden herbs. 

Fifteen minutes later, Yu Qi appeared with another set of clothes. She looked refresh. Long Hui 

narrowed his eyes while examining the Yu Qi. She looked very bewitching. 

"I'm going to study with Grandpa Tang. You should go back." Yu Qi said to Long Hui. 

Long Hui nodded. He remembered that she was saying that to him yesterday. 

"Okay. I will come to see you again." Long Hui took her hand and kiss it. 



Long Hui looked and smiled as he wanted to seduce Yu Qi. As he wanted Yu Qi was blushing. Yu Qi 

quickly pulled out her hand from Long Hui's hand. 

"Go." Yu Qi said with her blush cheek. 

"See you again." Long Hui finally left the house. 

Yu Qi calmed down herself. She waited for the red in the cheek disappeared before go to meet Grandpa 

Tang for her lesson. She found Grandpa Tang in his garden herbs. 

"Is that brat go home already?" Grandpa Tang asked when he saw Yu Qi. 

"Yes, he already had gone." Yu Qi answered. 

"Do you like that brat?" 

"Well..." Yu Qi felt uncomfortable when her grandfather asked her that question. 

"Sigh...Okay, you don't have to answer it." Grandpa Tang already knew the answer when he first asked 

that question. 

Grandpa Tang knew that Yu Qi liked that brat. However, she was still considering him. From Long Hui's 

progress, he knew it would not long Yu Qi confirming her true feeling to that brat. 

Chapter 145: I Want To Marry 

"Mum, I find someone that I want to marry." Kim Hai Yu talked to her mother. 

Mrs. Kim, Ting Wen Pang, supervising her maids doing their work. 

Kim Family recently moved to the Shiwa Town following Mr. Kim Man Di working as a supervisor in the 

construction work. Coincidently the place that he was working at, was the Yu Qi's ryokan. 

"I know. That is your cousin, right?" Ting Wen Pang replied to her daughter. 

"No. Not him. That was puppy love. I love someone else. His name is Long Hai." Kim Hai Yu's eyes looked 

very dreaming when she said his name. 

"Long Hui? Who is he?" Ting Wen Pang asked Kim Hai Yu. She was asking for the sake of her daughter. 

She did not want her daughter fell in the man that just wanted to play with her daughter. 

"Well, I just know his name." Kim Hai Yu played with her fingers. 

"Just his name? And you want to marry him?" Ting Wen Pang raised her voice. 

"Well, I met him at the greenhouse where Brother Yin worked." Kim Hai Yu asked. 

"Is he also work there?" 

"No." 

"Then, what is his job?" 

"I don't know." 



"Then how are you say you want to marry him? Do you think love only can support your life? Food, 

house, clothes, everything?" Ting Wen Pang's anger made her voice raised to the high pitch. 

Kim Hai Yu keeps her mouth silent. She really did not know what to say to her mother about this. She 

just knew his name. Even where he came from, she did not have an idea. The things that she knew was 

his name and his relationship with the girl, Yu Qi. 

"There is no way I will let you marry someone like that." Ting Wen Pang really did not want her daughter 

to marry someone with the unclean background. 

"If you want to marry your Brother Yin, I will 100 hundred support it." Ting Wen Pang continued. Ting 

Wen Pang did know that her daughter liked her nephew about 2 years old. It was continued until now. 

But here, her daughter telling her that she was in love with someone else already. Sh sighed. 

"Okay, find out about the man you want to marry. His job, that was the most important thing, his family, 

everything. I will consider that when I know everything about that." Ting Wen Pang said to her daughter 

made her daughter's eyes shined. 

"Okay, mum. Thank you." Kim Hai Yu was very happy. She would find out everything about that man. 

Even though she knew that man liked Yu Qi but still it was worth to try because he was still not a 

married man. Now what she had to think about was how to find out the information about that man. 

She met him at the greenhouse. Maybe she would get the information from people there. 

..... 

Yu Qi sat on the pavilion take a nap there. She entered her space after dinner. Then she spent two hours 

learning about the poisons. The medicine could be poison by changing its composition of each herb or 

its procedure on preparing it. 

Aoi and Bo Ya were playing together near the lake. They would act like Yu Qi alarm. 

..... 

"Meng Xuan, come with me. We are going to have some fun." Yu Qi called her best friend. It was the 

weekend. Yu Qi wanted to go to watch the beach. It was time for them to relax. 

Yu Qi already working at her grandfather's company. Meanwhile, Fung Meng Xuan started working as a 

counselor at the hospital. Because they were working in the same city, so they met a lot. 

Yu Qi said that her fiancee and his cousin would be joining them. Fung Meng Xuan did not meet Yu Qi's 

fiancee once. She remembered Yu Qi said something like Yu Qi's grandfather wanted Yu Qi to get 

married, so Yu Qi ended having a fiancee. 

Fung Meng Xuan did not know who was her best friend's fiancee. So when Yu Qi said her fiancee would 

be tagging along, Fung Meng Xuan agreed to join. 

Yu Qj actually felt awkward when her grandfather told her to have some vacation with her fiancee. This 

fiancee was chosen by her grandfather himself. She met him once at the party hosted by her 

grandfather's company. 



On the day traveling to the beach, they were in one vehicle. Yu Qi's fiancee, Bai Shu Jin was driving them 

to the destination. In order to make the atmosphere happy, Bai Feng Jiu sang on the way. 

Arrived at the beach, they check-in into the resort that they already booked earlier. Well, it was not 

them that do the booking. Technically, it was Yu Qi's grandfather secretary. Each of them got a room for 

themselves. 

Resting for one hour, Bai Shu Jin, Yu Qi, and Fung Meng Xuan received knocks on their doors from Bai 

Feng Jiu. She said it was time for them to snorkeling. 

Chapter 146: Memories 

They went to do the snorkeling. It was the first time for the ladies to do snorkeling. Bai Shu Jin did it a 

few times already. So, he was more clear about what to do. 

He instructed the girls what should the girls do for snorkeling activity. The girls excited to try the 

snorkeling. Yu Qi was getting comfortable around Bai Shu Jin. They interacted with each other like a new 

friend. Same goes to Fung Meng Xuan. 

Fung Meng Xuan felt Yu Qi was a lucky woman that engaged to Bai Shu Jin. She could see that Bai Shu Jin 

was quite a gentleman. He did not make any move when helping her wearing the equipment for 

snorkeling. Yu Qi was excited to see the marine life in front of her own eyes. For the guide, they found 

the beautiful coral spot. 

After two hours of spending their time inside the sea, they went up. They went to their room. Cleaning 

themselves for dinner. Because they were at the beach, they decided to have seafood for their dinner. 

Yu Qi, Fung Meng Xuan and Bai Feng Jie herself were fans of seafood. Having fresh seafood was heaven 

to the girls. 

Bai Shu Jin made himself as a serving boy. He peeled the seafood that difficult to peel off their skin. 

Unknown for Yu Qi and Bai Feng Jiu, Fung Meng Xuan and Bai Shu Jin made a few interactions together. 

Because of Yu Qi obsessed with seafood, she missed seeing the interaction between Bai Shu Jin and 

Fung Meng Xuan. 

..... 

Yu Qi woke up from her nap. She remembered what was she dreamed about. It was her memories of 

her past life. She felt like she was watching the drama. She saw her past life like she was not the owner 

of the memories. 

It was the first time that Fung Meng Xuan met Bai Shu Jin. Bai Shu Jin was interested in Fung Meng Xuan 

when he first met Fung Meng Xuan. She could see it from other people perspective. Her past self could 

not see it because she did not pay much attention to Bai Shu Jin. And most likely she believed to her 

best friend. That was the start of their relationship, she guessed. 

She laughed at herself in her mind. She laughed for not seeing what had happened between the two of 

them. They were interested in each other for the first time they met. 

How she could not see it? If she saw it, she might volunteer herself on redrawing herself from the 

relationship that called engagement. Then perhaps she might escape from death. 



"Master, why are you in a daze?" Bo Ya asked when he saw his master looked down. He noticed her 

mind was not here. 

Bo Ya and Aoi already standing beside her. Bo Ya and Aoi noticed the time. It was about time to wake up 

their master. So they went to their master. They saw their master already woke up. However, even 

though their master opened her eyes, seemed she was in a daze. 

Yu Qi snapped out. She looked to Bo Ya and Aoi that watched her in worry. 

"My dear, I'm fine. I just thinking about something." Yu Qi patted both of their heads. 

..... 

Song Tao was arranging transportation to transport the fruits that they harvested. Song Tao also the one 

who went to the markets to promote their fruits. Their fruits were well received to the customers. The 

fruits tasted so much delicious after watering them with the water lake. 

Kim Hai Yu still wandered around. She was gathering information about Yu Qi. Yu Qi was an orphan. She 

did not expect that. She was adopted by Wang Family. However, she had been ungrateful toward the 

Wang Family. She left the family and the Wang Family suffered. 

But the more she heard about Yu Qi, she was impressed with Yu Qi's luck. One of the people told her 

that Yu Qi was sure lucky because Yu Qi found ginseng that aged one thousand years old. Yu Qi managed 

to sell the ginseng that worth 5 million. 5 million was a lot of money. No wonder Yu Qi was the owner of 

the greenhouse despite her young age. 

Kim Hai Yu also asked about Long Hui. They did see a young handsome man around Yu Qi sometimes but 

they did not know he was. She needed to ask the greenhouse worker. Maybe they got something about 

Long Hui. 

"Brother Yin, do you know Long Hui?" Kim Hai Yu asked the cousin, Yin Wen Ding about Long Hui. 

"No. Why are you asking about him?" Yin Wen Ding looked suspiciously to his cousin. Then he 

continued, "If you want to know about that man, you can ask Miss Yu Qi herself." 

Kim Hai Yu frowned. How could she ask Yu Qi about Long Hui? Looking from their interaction yesterday, 

she could consider Long Hui currently pursued Yu Qi and Yu Qi seemed to defend her heart. 

Chapter 147: Gathering the Information 

Yu Qi helped her employees transferred the fruits into transportation. Her employees wanted to 

prevent her from doing the job. Yu Qi was insisted that she wanted to help. The job progressed faster 

than usual. 

Before lunch, they finished transferring all the fruits in transportation. Lang Bing opened the lunch that 

she brought. It was her turn to bring lunch for today. They took turns bringing lunch for everyone. 

It was easy for them like this because the greenhouse was far from the others. It took time when 

brought lunch from the restaurant. They also could enjoy a picnic lunch when they brought home 

cooking lunch. 



"Miss Yu Qi, please help yourself. Today is my turn to bring lunch for everyone. I cooked a lot. So, you 

can have a taste in it." Lang Bing invited Yu Qi to join them. 

"Miss Yu Qi, Lang Bing is a great cook." Jung Lian said to Yu Qi. 

"But I could not win against you, Miss Yu Qi. The feast that you cooked that night was very delicious. 

Miss Yu Qi is really a good cook." Lang Bing praised Yu Qi when she remembered the feast that she eat 

that night. 

"Feast? When?" Kim Hai Yu acted like she was part of them sitting and eating with them. 

Song Tai and Jung Lian looked at each other. They were planning to embarrass this girl. 

"Miss Yu Qi invited us to eat the feast. It was a seafood feast." Song Tai was making the feast sound so 

overextravagant. 

"Yeah, thinking about it made me wanted to eat them again." Without knowing that plan, Lang Bing 

joined in. 

"I will invite you another time. I will cook something different though." Yu Qi also did not know about 

that was participated in this plan too. 

"What? Why I was not been invited?" Kim Hai Yu expressed her thoughts. 

"Miss Kim, why should Miss Yu Qi invite you?" The bait was hooked. Song Tai grinned. 

"Yeah, we were invited because we are Miss Yu Qi's employees. You are not Miss Yu Qi's employees. So, 

let me ask you once more. Why Miss Yu Qi invited you since you are not her employee?" Jung Lian asked 

Kim Hai Yu in the tone of mocking her. 

Kim Hai Yu was speechless. 'Yeah. Why should she invite me?' When she first asked, why Yu Qi did not 

invite her, she did not think about that. Kim Hai Yu and Yu Qi were not close. They were not even a 

friend. They were just acquaintance from her cousin's connection. 

Even now, she tried to get the information about Long Hui. If she guessed it right, Long Hui was Yu Qi's 

man. 

Song Tai and Jung Lian tried to hold back their laugh. Kim Hai Yu fell straight into their trap. They really 

did not like her personality because she looked down on them. She just a daughter of a construction 

supervisor. Not an heiress of the rich family. 

The lunch ended. Five of each went to do their job. Kim Hai Yu changed her target. Lang Bing. She might 

know something about Long Hui. So she followed Lang Bing to her section. 

"Hi, Lang Bing. What are you doing?" Kim Hai Yu started the conversation with a simple talk? 

Lang Bing rolled her eyes. 'Do you blind or what?' She asked in her mind. 

"As you can see, I'm WORKING right now." She stressed the word 'working' to her. She continued her 

work during looked to Kim Hai Yu. 



Kim Hai Yu looked at Lang Bing's attitude toward her. 'This orphan.' Yeah. Same as Yu Qi, Lang Bing was 

an orphan. However, she grew up in the orphanage until she finally became an adult. Then she left the 

orphanage looking for jobs. 

Before she got the job from Yu Qi, she was working various of job. Waiter, cleaner, storekeeper and 

many more. She really hated the person like Kim Hai Yu. She was already an adult but still using her 

parent's money to buy what she wanted. 

"How long do you know Miss Tang?" Kim Hai Yu asked about Yu Qi first. 

"When I started to work with her." 

"The duration..?" 

"About six months." 

"I see." 

"Why are you asking me this?" 

"Nothing. I just want to know her better." 

This time, Lang Bing lifted up her face looking straight to Kim Hai Yu. In Kim Hai Yu's eyes contained 

panic looks. 

"Let me tell you something. Don't think to mess Miss Yu Qi. She is not someone that you can touch. 

Touch her you have to suffer." Lang Bing gave Kim Hai Yu a warning. 

Kim Hai Yu lost her interest in extracting information from Lang Bing. She knew she could get anything 

from her. 'I have to suffer? She just an orphan that got adopted by one old man that managed a herbs 

shop. Nothing to worry about. Meaning, Long Hui is the one I need to look out.' 

Kim Hai Yu left Lang Bing without saying anything. She got a conclusion. Long Hui was a person that 

someone could not mess with. 

Chapter 148: Have A Chance To Win Your Heart 

"Yu Qi!!!" A girl screamed calling for Yu Qi in front of the greenhouse. She entered after she was done in 

screaming. Yu Qi that heard her name just shocked. 

Yu Qi approached the girl. Seeing Yu Qi came to her, she ran toward Yu Qi and gave Yu Qi a hug. 

"I miss you." 

"Me too, my dear." Yu Qi hugged her back. "How is your life, Yue?" 

Yeah, that girl was Feng Yue. Feng Yue just having her mid break. She released Yu Qi from her hug. At Yu 

Qi feet's, she could see Aoi. Without giving Aoi any opportunity to run, she scooped him and hugged him 

too. 

'Master, help me.' Aoi called his master for help. 



But Yu Qi just standing there chuckled while looking at Feng Yue and Aoi. After Feng Yue released her 

love for Aoi, she let Aoi go. Aoi quickly ran away from them. 

'I'm going to hide.' Aoi talked to Yu Qi while he was running. 

"That puppy still hates me." Feng Yue laughed while looking to Aoi. 

"It's because you like to hug him tightly." Yu Qi said. "Is everything okay at the university?" 

"Yeah. I like it. However, my half siblings also there. Taking the same course as me. Guess, she wants to 

compete with me." Feng Yue made a disgusted look on her face. 

"Yeah, me too. Someone confesses to me." Yu Qi also made a disgusted look. 

However, Feng Yue felt excited when she heard about someone confessing his love for Yu Qi. Sound like 

gossip. 

"Tell me, who is he?" Feng Yue said. 

"His name, Bai Shu Jin, third year student in business management." 

"Bai Shu Jin? I think I heard that name somewhere." 

"Well, I think he was an heir or something like that." 

"So, what are your answer to his confession?" Feng Yue became a little excited and sad. Excited when 

someone seemed to be interested in her best friend. Sad thinking about her Brother Hui. Her Brother 

Hui seemed like Yu Qi so much. She liked her to end up with her Brother Hui. 

"She rejected him straight forward." Yu Qi told Feng Yue while she was remembering that event in her 

mind. 

"Huh? Really? Why?" Feng Yue asked and she was grinning to Yu Qi. "Is it because of Brother Hui?" 

Yu Qi's eyes moved left and right. Feng Yue laughed when She saw Yu Qi's reaction. 

"Brother Hui confessed to you too right? Saying he wants to woo you. And you are not rejecting him 

right away meaning my Brother Hui has a chance to win your heart, right?" Feng Yue was guessing. 

Seeing Yu Qi did not give any reaction meaning it was true. 

"My Brother Hui might happy when he knows this. But I'm an evil girl. Because he likes to torture me, I 

will not tell him." When Feng Yue saying 'I'm an evil girl' she made a weird voice. 

Yu Qi laughed. She excused herself saying she wanted to go to the toilet. So Feng Yue sat there waiting 

for her. 

....... 

Kim Hai Yu saw the girl talking to Yu Qi cheerfully. Yu Qi called her Yue. This Yue Girl was related to Long 

Hui because she heard the Yue Girl called Long Hui as Brother Hui or my Brother Hui. The Yue Girl was a 

perfect person to ask the information about Long Hui. 



Seeing Yu Qi went somewhere, she grabbed the chance to ask the Yue Girl. She immediately approached 

the Yue Girl after Yu Qi disappeared from her view. 

"Hi." Kim Hai Yu greeted the Yue Girl. 

"Hi." Feng Yue replied the greeting. 

"I'm Kim Hai Yu. You?" She was warming up. 

"Feng Yue." Feng Yue was scanning Kim Hai Yu. 

Feng Yue did not remember that Yu Qi had an employee like this girl. She scanned Kim Hai Yu. From her 

clothes, looked like this girl was not one of Yu Qi's employees. So, what was she doing here? 

Kim Hai Yu was also scanning Feng Yue. Looked like Feng Yue came from a pretty rich family when 

looking to Feng Yue's clothes. Wait, surname Feng? Her father's big boss was with the surname Feng. Is 

this Feng Yue was from the same family. She just had to ask to confirm it. 

"Hum... Are you came from Feng Family that have a construction project in this village?" Kim Hai Yu 

wanted to know that. 

"Yes, and why are you asking me this?" Feng Yue suddenly did not like this girl. This Kim Hai Yu was 

looking for status. 

"No. No. No. I just want to confirm it. Actually, my father is one of the supervisors at that construction." 

Kim Hai Yu immediately flattering Feng Yue with her smile. 

Feng Yue gave a cold smile. She always saw this kind of smile during her time at her father's house. The 

smile that people had on their face when they wanted to flatter others. She always saw this kind of 

smile when her stepmother and step sister wanted to do something to her. 

Chapter 149: Feng Yue's Thought 

Kim Hai Yu was really happy. She finally got something about Long Hui. If Long Hui was really related to 

Feng Yue, meaning Long Hui came from the same root. 

"I see. No wonder Miss Feng Yue looked very beautiful and noble." Kim Hai Yu praised Feng Yue. 

Feng Yue just gave her a cold smile. She did not say anything about that. 

"Are Miss Feng Yue friend with Miss Tang?" Kim Hai Yu began her investigation. 

"Yes." 

"I see. So, you probably familiar with Long Hui?" 

Feng Yue deepen her cold smile. 'So, this is her target.' She recognized that shine in Kim Hai Yu's eyes 

when Kim Hai Yu was saying her Brother Hui's name. That shine stated that her love for her Brother Hui. 

Kim Hai Yu was targeting her Brother Hui. However, her Brother Hui might not even know this girl's 

existence. 

"And why are you ask me that?" Feng Yue replied to her question with this question. 



Kim Hai Yu felt awkward when she heard the question. How did she suppose to answer that? 

"Well, ... I saw him with Miss Tang. I'm just asking for fun." Kim Hai Yu answered it awkwardly. 

"Of course, I know him. He is my maternal cousin." Feng Yue stated her relationship between her and 

Long Hui. 

Kim Hai Yu's lifted up. That answers, she wanted to hear just now. 

"I see. No wonder he looks so noble. Turned out he came from the good family." Kim Hai Yu said to Feng 

Yue. 

"Of course, it was our family genetics after all." Feng Yue praised herself. 

"So, Miss Feng Yue should select your friend very careful." Kim Hai Yu started to insert the needle in 

Feng Yue and Yu Qi's friendship. 

"Oh, what do you mean about that?" Feng Yue pretended she did not understand. 

"Miss Feng Yue should leave friend like Miss Tang. She is just an orphan and been adopted by an old 

man that just managed a small herbs shop. They are not worth our attention." Kim Hai Yu praised Feng 

Yue and herself while looking down to Yu Qi. 

"Oh, I don't know, we should choose your friend according to status. You mean we are in the same 

status?" Feng Yue was mocking Kim Hai Yu. 

However, Kim Hai Yu seemed to not understand that Feng Yue was mocking her, so she continued the 

sentence. "Of course. Miss Feng Yue should befriend with me." 'It would be easy to meet Long Hui and 

got to know him better.' Kim Hai Yu just saying the last sentence in her mind only. 

Feng Yue chuckled. "I really wonder. Are you really sure you are in the same status as mine? You are just 

a daughter of a supervisor meanwhile I'm a granddaughter of a wide known businessman. The status is 

different." 

Kim Hai Yu's face was changing. She realized Feng Yue was mocking on her. Then she heard other laughs. 

She turned around. It was Yu Qi. She was eavesdropping about her conversation with Feng Yue. 

"And the old man that you talking about that only managed a small herbs shop was legendary in the 

medical world. He is a well known doctor. Every doctor worshiped him. So, let me ask you one more 

time. Are you with the same status as me or Yu Qi? I hope you can see the difference." Feng Yue 

continued mocking Kim Hai Yu. 

Kim Hai Yu felt very embarrassing right now. She wanted to destroy their friendship. But in the end, she 

was destroying her own face. She left without saying anything. 

Feng Yu and Yu Qi just looked indifferently to her that run away from this place. 

"I did not know that you befriend with me because we have the same status." Yu Qi made a joke to Feng 

Yue. 

Realized the joking tone in Yu Qi's statement, she chuckled. "She just an idiot girl. I can befriend with 

everyone but not with a corrupt mind like her. She is targeting my Brother Hui. She made to use me to 



bridge her relationship with Brother Hui. Did she think I'm stupid? I always can tell a woman that has 

thought like that. I had seen many of them. Even my step sister also like that." 

Yu Qi understood that. Seeing many people like that really made Feng Yue skilled in reading people. 

"So, what are you thinking about me, then?" Yu Qi threw a question to Feng Yue. 

"Well, we meet in an interesting way. I really looked up to you. Despite being an orphan, you can 

protect yourself very well. Then you meet Brother Hui. I can see nothing inside your eyes. Well, like you 

attracted to Brother Hui. I mean it. This is the first time I saw a girl did not feel attracted to Brother Hui. 

Later, then Brother Hui said he wanted to woo you. That why I support Brother Hui courted you. You are 

the only one did not affect by Brother Hui's look at the first meet. Even I attracted to him when I first 

met him." Feng Yue gave her opinion about Yu Qi. 

"I see. Thank you." Yu Qi really touched hearing Feng Yue honest opinion about her. 

"Well, seem you make some progress about your relationship with Brother Hui. Care to share stories 

with me?" Feng Yue made an evil smile. "I'm going to sleep with you tonight. So, don't think about 

escaping." 

Chapter 150: Cooperation 

The break was over. Yu Qi already in the university. She returned one day earlier. She walked to the 

cafe. The cafe only had a few people eating there. Mostly, it was fourth year students who using the mid 

break doing their final year project. 

"Miss Tang, good to see you again." Someone greeted her. 

Yu Qi looked at that person. Then her face was slightly changing. "Well, it is not good to see you again." 

She was mumbling in her low voice. 

Bai Shu Jin heard she mumbled but he could hear what was she mumbling about. 

"How are your break?" Bai Shu Jin started the conversation to Yu Qi. 

"Why should I tell you?" Yu Qi stopped the conversation. 

Bai Shu Jin's face changed a little bit then turned back to normal. This girl was very difficult to be close. 

She was still hostile to him. Not still. She was always hostile to him from the beginning. 

"Miss Tang, can you consider me as your boyfriend? I really like you." Bai Shu Jin asked. 

"I told you. I already have a boyfriend. I love him." Yu Qi told him while looking straight to his eyes. 

"Well, I also love you. I will wait for you." Bai Shu Jin left her. 

Yu Qi did not feel anything when Bai Shu Jin said that. Like he was talking to someone else, not her. She 

did not want to get close to Bai Shu Jin. 

.... 

"Senior Bai Shu Jin, can we talk?" 



Bai Shu Jin stopped walking when he heard someone called his name. He looked around and saw one 

girl with a smile on her lips. He thought he knew this girl but he could not remember her. 

"You are...?" Bai Shu Jin asked for confirmation. 

"I'm Fung Meng Xuan. Remember we visited Miss Tang Yu Qi together when she fainted at the 

orientation week." Yeah, that girl was Fung Meng Xuan. 

"Oh, it's you. I remember that." Bai Shu Jin confirmed with his memory. He remembered there was one 

junior girl followed them visited Yu Qi. Well, he did not remember her face though. 

"So, what do you want to talk about?" Bai Shu Jin did not have to waste his time here. 

"Do you really want Miss Tang Yu Qi to be your girlfriend?" Fung Meng Xuan was asking with a gentle 

tone ignoring the urgency in Bai Shu Jin's tone. 

Bai Shu Jin showed some interest when hearing the question. "Of course, I want her to be my girlfriend." 

He was not kidding when he said that he wanted Yu Qi. 

"Then, we should cooperate together." Seeing Bai Shu Jin's desire, Fung Meng Xuan stated her purpose. 

"What? What's cooperation?" Bai Shu Jin did not understand what was Fung Meng Xuan meant about 

this. 

"Miss Tang Yu Qi told you that she has a boyfriend. I think Senior Bai Shu Jin should guessing who is her 

boyfriend, right?" Fung Meng Xuan gave him a hint. 

Bai Shu Jin already knew the identity of Yu Qi's boyfriend. That man. Without any doubt, that man was 

Yu Qi's boyfriend. Yu Qi also gave him a hint about that man. The hint that Bai Shu Jin already met with 

her boyfriend. 

"So?" Bai Shu Jin still did not hear Fung Meng Xuan's reason on helping him like this. 

"I will help Senior Bai Shu Jin getting Miss Tang Yu Qi." 

Bai Shu Jin frowned. "Why are you helping me with this?" 

"Senior Bai Shu Jin will get Miss Tang Yu Qi and I will get her boyfriend." Finally, Fung Meng Xuan stated 

her purpose. 

"Meaning?" 

"I fall in love with her boyfriend. I want him to be mine. Same like you. You want Miss Tang Yu Qi as your 

girlfriend. As for me, I want that man to become mine." Fung Meng Xuan stopped for a moment and 

continued, "After Miss Tang Yu Qi became yours, that man might suffer, I will the one to heal his 

suffering." 

"I see. It is similar but not same." Bai Shu Jin nodded while smiled. 

"I will gather information about Yu Qi for you. I'm a girl. I was not suspicious if I'm asking about Miss 

Tang Yu Qi. You can use that information to pursue her." Fung Meng Xuan told about her plan. 

"Oh, it might help me to know more about her." Bai Shu Jin started to get interested with this. 



"I will give you some idea about how to make Miss Tang Yu Qi like you. Well, she is a girl like me. I might 

know the idea to court the woman better than you." Fung Meng Xuan smiled. 

However, Bai Shu Jin seemed did not remember that Yu Qi clearly stated that Yu Qi did not like Fung 

Meng Xuan when they came visiting her during the orientation week. 

Bai Shu Jin agreed with this cooperation. He did not care about Yu Qi's boyfriend. If he became Fung 

Meng Xuan's boyfriend, it was better. He would not disturb Bai Shu Jin's relationship with Yu Qi. 

"Happy cooperation." Bai Shu Jin shaked his hand with Fung Meng Xuan. 

"Happy cooperation." Fung Meng Xuan said with happily 

 


